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Disclaimer
Important information
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria, S.A. (“BBVA”) cautions that this presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the U.S. Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking statements are found in various places throughout this presentation and may include,
without limitation, statements concerning our future business development and economic performance. While any forward-looking statements represent
our judgment and future expectations concerning the development of our business, a number of risks, uncertainties and other important factors could cause
actual developments and results to differ materially from our expectations. These factors include, but are not limited to: (1) general market,
macroeconomic, governmental and regulatory trends; (2) movements in local and international securities markets, currency exchange rates and interest
rates; (3) competitive pressures; (4) technological developments; and (5) changes in the financial position or credit worthiness of our customers, obligors and
counterparties. The risk factors and other key factors that we have indicated in our past and future filings and reports, including those with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), could adversely affect our business and financial performance. Other unknown or unpredictable factors
could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements.
The information contained in this presentation is subject to, and must be read in conjunction with, all other publicly available information, including, where
relevant any disclosure document published by BBVA. Any person at any time acquiring securities must do so only on the basis of such person’s own
judgment as to the merits or the suitability of the securities for its purpose and only on such information as is contained in such public information having
taken all such professional or other advice as it considers necessary or appropriate in the circumstances and not in reliance on the information contained in
the presentation.
In making this presentation available, BBVA gives no advice and makes no recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in shares in BBVA or in any other
securities or investments whatsoever.
Any statements in this presentation as to historical performance, historical share price or financial accretion are not intended to mean that future
performance, historical share price or future earnings (including earnings per share) for any period will necessarily match or exceed those of any prior year.
Nothing in this presentation should be construed as a profit forecast.
This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to subscribe for, the pre-emptive subscription rights or the new shares being
issued in connection with BBVA’s rights issue, in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is unlawful. Neither the content of the BBVA website nor
any website accessible by hyperlinks on the BBVA website is incorporated in, or forms part of, this presentation.
The distribution of this presentation and/or the prospectus and/or the transfer of pre-emptive subscription rights and/or new shares into jurisdictions other
than Spain and the United Kingdom may be restricted by law. Persons into whose possession this presentation comes should inform themselves about and
observe any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the securities laws of any such jurisdiction.
Nothing contained in this presentation is intended to constitute an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity for the purposes of the
prohibition on financial promotion in the U.K. Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. This presentation is not a prospectus but an advertisement (within
the meaning of the United Kingdom Prospectus Rules) and investors should not subscribe for any new shares or purchase any pre-emptive subscription
rights referred to in this presentation except on the basis of the information contained in the prospectus.
BBVA has filed a registration statement (including a prospectus) with the SEC for the offering to which this communication relates. Before you invest, you
should read the prospectus (as supplemented from time to time, the “prospectus”) in that registration statement and other documents BBVA has filed with
the SEC for more complete information about BBVA and this offering. You may get these documents for free by visiting the SEC website at www.sec.gov.
Alternatively, you may request that the prospectus be sent to you by calling BBVA IR at + 1 212 333 29 05.
The share securities note and the summary of BBVA’s share capital increase with pre-emptive subscription rights through the issuance of ordinary shares of
BBVA (the “Capital Increase”) are currently pending approval by the Spanish National Securities Market Commission (“CNMV”) in Spain. [Once approved,]
the share securities note and the summary, together with the share registration document approved and registered by the CNMV on June 17, 2010 will
constitute the Prospectus of the Capital Increase, which will be made available to investors on the websites of BBVA (www.bbva.com) and the CNMV
(www.cnmv.es); at the registered offices of BBVA, the relevant stock exchanges and the agent.
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Acquisition of 24.9% stake in Garanti,
partnership with Doğuş Group
Transaction
structure

24.9%

24.9%
(Free float: 50.2%)

9 Acquisition of a 24.9% stake in Garanti, leading Turkish bank
9 Expected closing: 2Q 2011
9 Signing of a shareholders’ agreement with Doğuş, shared governance
with equal rights
9 Option to reach at least two thirds of Board seats after 5 years
9 Investment: € 4.2 Bn
9 Equivalent to a price of TL 8.00 per share(1)
9 10% discount vs last week average market price
9 9.0x P/E 2010 and 2.0x P/BV(2)
9 Attractive financial impacts (accretion, ROI)
(1) FX € / TL 1.9936, as of Oct 29, 2010
(2) Source: the Markets, Garanti’s estimates on a consolidated basis.
P/E 11e: 8.2x P/BV 11: 1.7x
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Overview of Garanti: the leading bank in Turkey
Balance Sheet 1H 2010

Income Statement

Assets

€€ 60
60 Bn
Bn

Net Profit 09

€€ 1.6
1.6 Bn
Bn

Loans

€€ 31
31 Bn
Bn

Net Profit 1H10

€€ 1.0
1.0 Bn
Bn

Deposits

€€ 36
36 Bn
Bn

ROE 1H10

28%
28%

Equity 1H 2010

Other Relevant Figures

Equity

€€ 88 Bn
Bn

Branches(2)

837
837

Core Tier I (%)

16.2%
16.2%

Employees

20,111
20,111

Market Cap(1)

€€ 19
19 Bn
Bn

Customers

9.5
9.5 Mn
Mn

Source: Garanti. IFRS Consolidated figures. FX € / TL 1.9936, as of Oct 29, 2010
(1) Market cap as of Oct 29, 2010. Source: Bloomberg
(2) As of September 2010
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Value drivers in M&A deals
Current and Developed Markets

New Emerging Markets

Capture cost synergies

Acquire
long term growth

Strengthen
competitive positioning
and market share
Add value from
business model

Take advantage of
BBVA experience
in market and product
development

Investment in Garanti
Lead the banking industry transformation
6

Strategic fit with BBVA expansion strategy
Investment in Garanti

9 Garanti reinforces BBVA’s portfolio
and growth profile
Acquire
long term growth

Take advantage of
BBVA experience
in market and product
development

9 BBVA contributes capabilities in
exploiting opportunities as emerging
market develops and bancarization
increases
9 Complementary Wholesale Banking
activities in Europe & Asia
9 Common vision of industry
transformation through technology
and innovation
7

Investment in Garanti is a unique opportunity
1

Very attractive market

2

Great franchise, outstanding management

3

Innovative approach to the banking industry

4

BBVA’s capabilities
will additionally foster Garanti’s growth

5

Optimum transaction structure
and attractive financial impacts
8

Rights Issue: an excellent opportunity for
BBVA shareholders
9 Capital raising of € 5 Bn through a fully underwritten rights issue
9 Acquisition of a 24.9% stake in Garanti
9 Additional capital buffer for organic growth
9 1 right for each existing share
9 1 new share for each 5 rights
9 Issue Price: € 6.75
9 29% discount to 29/10/10 close
9 25% discount to TERP
9 DPS of € 0.42 per share remains floor
9
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Investment in Garanti is a unique opportunity
1

Very attractive market
9 High economic growth
9 One of the largest and youngest population in Europe, 75 million
inhabitants
9 Solid and underpenetrated financial system

2

Great franchise, outstanding management

3

Innovative approach to the banking industry

4

BBVA’s capabilities
will additionally foster Garanti’s growth

5

Optimum transaction structure
and attractive financial impacts
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1 Turkey is one of the EAGLEs©, the countries

that will drive world’s growth

Turkey

EAGLE©
Emerging and Growth
Leading Economy
Mexico

EAGLEs©’ absolute
contribution to world’s
GDP to exceed G6’s (1)
over next decade

EAGLEs©’ group is
based on macro and
demographics (size,
growth, stability,
productivity)
(1)G6: G7 ex-United States of America
Source: BBVA Research

Indonesia

Vietnam

China

Brazil

Turkey is the
European
EAGLE©

Egypt

India

Russia
Korea
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1

Turkey benefits from its privileged
geographic situation
Turkey’s trade flows with neighbor regions 2005-2009 ($ Bn)

EU-27
+14%

+8%

47

57

Asia
+117% +75%

Exports Imports

4

19

Exports Imports

Middle
East

Africa
+125% 23%
6

5

Exports Imports

+122%

-4%

20

9

Exports Imports

Around 400 Mn people in nearby countries(1)
Source: Datastream. Nearby countries include border countries, Russia and Ukraine
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1

Turkey is a sizeable market with strong
growth potential
POPULATION
(Mn inhabitants)

REAL GDP GROWTH
(CAGR 09 – 12e)
82

Germany

Turkey

5.0%

75

Turkey
63

France

CEE (1)

60

Italy
47

Spain

EU

Poland

3.0%

1.6%

38

 One of the largest in Europe

(expected
(expected to
to be
be the
the largest
largest by
by 2020)
2020)

 And very young: 50% of
population below 30 years

 Expected to be the fastest
growing OECD country
 Stable and disciplined
economic policies

Source: Global Insight. Data as of 2009
(1) CEE: Central East Europe: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia
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1 Turkey’s expected GDP growth outperforms

emerging and developed markets

Average GDP growth
2010-2020

Gross Domestic Product: history and forecasts
240

Turkey

Turkey = 4.2%

Latam

Latin
Latin America
America == 4%
4%

220

200

180

EM Europe

Emerging
Emerging Europe
Europe == 3%
3%

160

G7

140

G7
G7 == 2%
2%

120

100
2000

2002

Source: BBVA Research

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

2020
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Turkey has the most attractive financial
system in Europe

1

Loan Penetration
(% GDP)

EU

(1)

CEE

Turkey

127%

57%

40%

Low banking
penetration

Loans / Deposits

EU

113%

CEE(1)

110%

Turkey

75%

Solid funding
position

ROE 2006-2009

Turkey

CEE(1)

EU

18%

13%

10%

Stable and
high profitability

Source: Global Insight. Data as of 2009
(1) CEE: Central East Europe: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia
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1

Garanti increases emerging markets’
contribution to BBVA
BBVA
Net income 9M2010
Emerging markets: 47%

BBVA + Garanti
Net income 9M 2010 (1)
Emerging markets: 51%
Turkey: 7%

Adding
Adding growth
growth to
to our
our business
business portfolio
portfolio
(1) Proforma 9M 2010 Contribution from Garanti based on current market estimates on a consolidated basis
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Investment in Garanti is a unique opportunity
1

Very attractive market

2

Great franchise, outstanding management
9
9
9
9

Sizeable: € 60 bn assets, 837 branches, 9.5 mn customer
Dynamic: continuous market share gains
Highly profitable: >22% ROAE in each of the last 20 quarters
Solid: 3.8% NPL ratio, 16.2% Core Tier I

3

Innovative approach to the banking industry

4

BBVA’s capabilities
will additionally foster Garanti’s growth

5

Optimum transaction structure
and attractive financial impacts
Figures in this page as of June 30, 2010 except for number of branches (as of Sep 30, 2010)
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2 Leading Turkish bank in loans and market

value

Market Cap (€ Bn)

Loans - Market Share

Deposits - Market Share

13%

19

19%

12%

18

15%

11%

15

12%

10%

12

11%

10%

9%

9
9%
6

9%

5
4
1

9%

5%
4%
2%

Source: Turkish Banking Association figures as of 1Q 2010. Market Cap figures as of Oct 29, 2010 – Bloomberg
Market Cap FX € / TL 1.9936

8%
4%
2%
2%
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2

Continuous market share gains

Total Loans

Total Deposits

12.4%

13.6%

11.6%

2005

9.2%

1H 2010

2005

+200 bps

1H 2010

+320 bps

Source: Garanti presentation, Bank of America Merrill Lynch Banking & Insurance CEO conference.
Figures are based on BRSA weekly data for commercial banks
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2 Garanti enjoys a leading position in key

products
Category

Total
Total Deposits
Deposits
Demand
Demand Deposits
Deposits
Total
Total Loans
Loans
Auto
Auto Loans
Loans
Mortgages
Mortgages
Credit
Credit cards
cards
## Cards
Cards POS
POS
(2)
On-line
On-line banking
banking (2)
(1)

Market Share – 1H 2010

Rank (1)
#3

12.4%

#1

15.4%

#1

13.6%

#2

14.9%

#1

13.8%

#1

17.7%

#1

21.0%
37.0%

As of 1Q 2010. Ranking among private banks (2) Based on financial transactions volume
Source: Garanti presentation, Bank of America Merrill Lynch Banking & Insurance CEO conference. Figures are based on
BRSA weekly data for commercial banks

#1
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2 Garanti has shown a remarkable

performance through the crisis (I)
Loans

Deposits

18% CAGR

€ Mn

27,021

€ Mn

24% CAGR

30,882

27,470

28,009

20,587

33,128

35,713

31/12/09

30/06/10

20,734

31/12/07

31/12/08

31/12/09

30/06/10

31/12/07

31/12/08

Asset Quality (NPLs)

2.1%

2.5%

31/12/07

31/12/08

4.4%

3.8%

31/12/09

30/06/10

Stable double digit growth
in volumes with good
asset quality

Source: IFRS Consolidated Financial Statements. FX € / TL 1.9936
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2 Garanti has shown a remarkable

performance through the crisis (II)
ROAA

Net Income
€ Mn

30% CAGR
1,552

845

910

31/12/07

31/12/08

31/12/09

1,867

2.6%

2.2%

31/12/10 E

31/12/07

31/12/08

2.9%

31/12/09

3.5%

30/06/10

ROAE

27.0%

31/12/07

22.0%

31/12/08

26.0%

28.0%

31/12/09

30/06/10

Outstanding
profitability

Source: IFRS Consolidated Financial Statements; IBES consensus estimates, consolidated basis. FX € / TL 1.9936
Net income: normalized excluding non-recurrent items (i.e. sale of stakes in insurance and custody subsidiaries in 2007)
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2 Better fundamentals than peers
Core Tier I 1H 2010

ROE 1H 2010
28.0%

16.2%

15.4%

Garanti

Peers (1)

22.2%

Garanti

(1)

Peers

Cost to Income 1H 2010
38.0%

NPL ratio 1H 2010

40.0%
3.8%

Garanti

Peers

(1)

Garanti

4.4%

Peers

Source: IFRS Consolidated Financial Statements for Garanti and BRSA Consolidated Financial Statements for peers
(1) Peers: sector average (2) Peers: Akbank, Yapi Kredi and Isbank

(2)
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2

Strong management team
and brand recognition

9 Strong, compact and dynamic management team
Best in class
9 International profile
Management
9 Shared vision of industry transformation

9 Remarkable brand awareness and recognition
Strong Brand
among Turkish banks
Image and
(1)
recognition 9 Garanti is "Turkey's Best Bank " in 2010 (for the
10th Time)

(1) Euromoney magazine
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Investment in Garanti is a unique opportunity
1

Very attractive market

2

Great franchise, outstanding management

3

Innovative approach to the banking industry
9 Common view of industry transformation
9 Customer centric model that levers on innovation and technology

4

BBVA’s capabilities
will additionally foster Garanti’s growth

5

Optimum transaction structure
and attractive financial impacts
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3 BBVA and Garanti share a customer centric

model that levers on innovation and technology

Improving products,
processes and
services …

… focused on
innovative solutions
for customers …

Customer
… growing revenues
and outperforming
our peers…

… and diverse
distribution
channels …

Customers identify both BBVA and Garanti
as Innovative and Technologically Advanced
27

3 Garanti continuously develops

new solutions to enhance its business

Products
and Services

9 Money transfer service by mobile phone since 2005
9 Mobile banking since 2007
9 ELMA account (cash management for individuals)
9 World class card products (Bonus, Flexi)
9 On-line banking Turkish leader
9 One of the largest private IT internal service
providers in Turkey

Processes

9 State of the art technological platform: universal,
comprehensive, integrated and modular
9 Advanced and effective CRM tools
9 Paperless banking since 2006

BBVA and Garanti have technology and innovation
as core competencies
28

Investment in Garanti is a unique opportunity
1

Very attractive market

2

Great franchise, outstanding management

3

Innovative approach to the banking industry

4

BBVA’s capabilities
will additionally foster Garanti’s growth
9 BBVA has a proven track record in emerging markets
9 Skills to exploit business opportunities in bancarization processes

5

Optimum transaction structure
and attractive financial impacts
29

4

BBVA has a proven track record in
emerging markets
MEXICO

SOUTH AMERICA

Market share

Market share

(%, June 10)

(%, June 10)

+64%

+27%
28.5%*
7.9%

17.3%

Branches

Business

Branches

10.0%*

Business

BBVA’s franchises in emerging markets are characterized by
productivity, efficiency and strong positioning
*Lending + customer funds
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4

Investment in Garanti is a growth venture

9
9 Turkey
Turkey is
is still
still in
in early
early stages
stages of
of its
its bancarization
bancarization process
process
9
9 BBVA
BBVA has
has successfully
successfully undertaken
undertaken this
this transition
transition in
in other
other similar
similar
markets
markets
Retail
Banking
Insurance &
Pensions

WB&AM

Risk
Management

9 Boost customer base and increase cross selling
9 Mortgage market expertise
9 Capabilities in light branch networks
9 Know-how to develop unattended segments (i.e.: SMEs)
9 Number one pension fund manager in Latin America
9 Insurance and Pensions have excellent prospects in Turkey
9 Global solutions: Trade Finance, FX, Project Finance, Cash
Management
9 AM for retail, corporate and institutional clients
9 Synergies with European and Asian Wholesale Banking
branches
9 BBVA has the tools and specific know how to work with
unbanked population
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Investment in Garanti is a unique opportunity
1

Very attractive market

2

Great franchise, outstanding management

3

Innovative approach to the banking industry

4

BBVA’s capabilities
will additionally foster Garanti’s growth

5

Optimum transaction structure
and attractive financial impacts
9 Phased approach, BBVA controls timing
9 Partnership with Doğuş, a leading Turkish group
9 Attractive financial impact
32

5 Optimum transaction structure for this

strategic investment

9 Relevant stake: 24.9%

Phased approach,
BBVA controls timing

9 Flexibility for further investment, no
obligation
9 Equal governance rights for both
partners since day 1
9 Option to reach at least two thirds of
Board seats after 5 years

Alliance
Alliance with
with Doğuş
Doğuş
to gain local knowledge
and share know-how

9 Partnership with a strong local partner
9 Sharing banking best practices
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5 Shared governance rights since day 1 and option

to reach at least 2/3 of Board seats after 5 years

Equal
governance
rights
since day 1

Initial Board
composition

9 All relevant decisions need both parties’ consent
9 In particular, all Board resolutions require approval of
both parties

9 4 board seats for BBVA / 4 board seats for Doğuş
9 1 CEO designated by both parties

9 BBVA has an option after five years:

Further Board
representation

9 Call option on 1% of Garanti’s shares from Doğuş
at market price
9 Right to reach at least two thirds of Board seats
34

5

Other terms of the Shareholder’s Agreement

Lock Up
Period
Transfer of
shares

9 Three years for both parties

9 Right of First Offer, subject to selling party holding less than 50%
of shares and other party holding more than 10% of shares
9 Tag Along Right

Key Trigger
Events for
Phase II

9 Sale of additional Garanti shares from Doğuş to BBVA

Board
composition
in Phase II

9 Determined in proportion to shareholding that Dogus retains in
Garanti
9 BBVA reaches at least 6 of 9 seats

Adherence
to the
Agreement

9 Exercise of call option at market price by BBVA

9 Selling party shall procure that third party purchaser shall
become bound by the Shareholder’s Agreement
35

5

Doğuş is the best local partner

One of the
strongest
industrial
groups in
Turkey

Partner of
International
Corporations

9 Deep knowledge in financial sector, long term
shareholding in Garanti (since 1983)
9 Sizeable group, with $ 5.0 Bn in revenues and $ 29 Bn
worth of assets
9 Leadership across multiple sectors
9 Operates with 28,000 employees in over 111
companies
9 Doğuş is currently partnering with numerous
international companies
9 Strategic alliances include automotive sector, media
and tourism

BBVA has a successful track record in phased investments and/or
strategic alliances with local partners in high growth markets
(Mexico, Chile, Peru)
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5

Strategic transaction at very favourable
financial terms
9 $5.8 Bn (equivalent to € 4.2 Bn, TL 8.00 per share)
9 1% discount vs last 3 months average price

Transaction
Price

9 9% discount vs brokers’ average target price(1)
9 10% discount vs last week average price
9 10 – 15% discount vs comparable banks’ market price(2)
9 30% discount vs precedent transactions in Turkey(3)

Transaction
(4)
Multiples (4)

9 9.0x P/E 10 / 8.2x P/E 11
9 2.0x P/BV 2010 (28% ROE)

(1) Brokers include Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, Deutsche Bank, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Citi, Nomura, JP Morgan, Credit Suisse
(2) Comparables: Yapi Kredi, Akbank, Isbank
(3) Precedent transactions: closed transactions in Turkey between Nov 2004 - Jul 2007
(4) Source: the Markets, Garanti’s estimates on a consolidated basis
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5

Attractive financial impacts
2011E

2012E

2013E

(1)
EPS impact (1)

+ 0.8%

+ 0.8%

+ 1.4%

Return on Investment

12.2%

13.9%

16.3%

Return on Invested Capital

15.9%

18.4%

21.6%

9 Stake will be consolidated under proportional method
9 Impact on core capital of 96 bps (€ 3.1 Bn)
(1) Source: The Markets, Garanti’s estimates on a consolidated basis. BBVA: market consensus
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Key terms
9 Capital raising of € 5 Bn through a fully underwritten rights issue
9 1 right for each existing share
9 1 new share for each 5 rights
9 Issue Price: € 6.75
9 29% discount to 29/10/10 close
9 25% discount to TERP
9 New shares fully fungible with existing shares
9 Joint Global Coordinators: BBVA, Morgan Stanley and Goldman
Sachs
9 8 Joint Bookrunners: Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, Citigroup,
Credit Suisse, JP Morgan, Nomura, Societe Generale, UBS
40

Capital for growth

Garanti
acquisition

9 To cover capital consumption of 24.9% acquisition of
Garanti: € 3.1 Bn
9 To anticipate potential BIS III impact of 24.9% Garanti
acquisition (additional € 1 Bn)

Additional
capital buffer 9 Flexibility to take advantage of profitable growth
opportunities across our franchises
for organic
growth

Plus existing capital buffers (€ 1.3 Bn) in an environment of
uncertain and increasing capital requirements
41

Calendar
Expected Date

Record date (1)

November 4

Pre-emptive Rights
subscription period

From November 5
through November 19

Shares allocation date

November 26

First trading date

December 1

(1) Subject to final approval of CNMV prospectus
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Stable outlook

Sustainable dividend
policy

DPS of € 0.42 per share
remains floor

Asset quality outlook
confirmed

NPLs and risk premiums
stable or down

BBVA remains highly profitable with very prudent policies
43

Core Capital Pro-forma
+165 bps

9.8%

- 96 bps

8.8%
8.2%

Sept 2010

Capital
Increase

Sept 2010
pro-forma
after capital
increase

24.9%
Garanti

Sept 2010 proforma after
capital increase
and 24.9%
Garanti
consolidation
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Conclusions
1.
1. Acquisition
Acquisition of
of strategic
strategic stake
stake (24.9%)
(24.9%) in
in leading
leading
Turkish
Turkish Bank
Bank for
for €€ 4.2
4.2 Bn
Bn
Garanti:
a unique
transaction
for BBVA

2.
2. Reinforces
Reinforces growth
growth profile,
profile, BBVA
BBVA exploits
exploits its
its
capabilities
capabilities in
in emerging
emerging markets,
markets, common
common vision
vision of
of
innovation
innovation
3.
3. 10%
10% discount
discount to
to market,
market, attractive
attractive financial
financial impacts
impacts
4.
4. Equal
Equal governance
governance rights
rights since
since day
day 1.
1. Option
Option to
to reach
reach
at
at least
least two
two thirds
thirds of
of Board
Board seats
seats after
after 55 years
years

Rights issue:
an excellent
opportunity
for BBVA
shareholders

5.
5. €€ 55 Bn
Bn rights
rights issue
issue provides
provides capital
capital for
for further
further
organic
organic growth
growth
6.
6. Discount
Discount of
of 25%
25% to
to TERP,
TERP, DPS
DPS of
of €€ 0.42
0.42 per
per share
share
remains
remains floor
floor
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Disclaimer
NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION INTO THE UNITED STATES
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria, S.A. (“BBVA”) cautions that this presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the U.S. Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking statements are found in various places throughout this presentation and may include, without
limitation, statements concerning our future business development and economic performance. While any forward-looking statements represent our judgment and
future expectations concerning the development of our business, a number of risks, uncertainties and other important factors could cause actual developments and
results to differ materially from our expectations. These factors include, but are not limited to: (1) general market, macroeconomic, governmental and regulatory
trends; (2) movements in local and international securities markets, currency exchange rates and interest rates; (3) competitive pressures; (4) technological
developments; and (5) changes in the financial position or credit worthiness of our customers, obligors and counterparties. The risk factors and other key factors
that we have indicated in our past and future filings and reports, including those with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), could adversely
affect our business and financial performance. Other unknown or unpredictable factors could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forwardlooking statements.
The information contained in this presentation is subject to, and must be read in conjunction with, all other publicly available information, including, where relevant
any disclosure document published by BBVA. Any person at any time acquiring securities must do so only on the basis of such person’s own judgment as to the
merits or the suitability of the securities for its purpose and only on such information as is contained in such public information having taken all such professional or
other advice as it considers necessary or appropriate in the circumstances and not in reliance on the information contained in the presentation.
In making this presentation available, BBVA gives no advice and makes no recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in shares in BBVA or in any other
securities or investments whatsoever.
Any statements in this presentation as to historical performance, historical share price or financial accretion are not intended to mean that future performance,
historical share price or future earnings (including earnings per share) for any period will necessarily match or exceed those of any prior year. Nothing in this
presentation should be construed as a profit forecast.
This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to subscribe for, the pre-emptive subscription rights or the new shares being issued
in connection with BBVA’s rights issue, in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is unlawful. Neither the content of the BBVA website nor any website
accessible by hyperlinks on the BBVA website is incorporated in, or forms part of, this presentation.
The distribution of this presentation and/or the prospectus and/or the transfer of pre-emptive subscription rights and/or new shares into jurisdictions other than
Spain and the United Kingdom may be restricted by law. Persons into whose possession this presentation comes should inform themselves about and observe
any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the securities laws of any such jurisdiction.
Nothing contained in this presentation is intended to constitute an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity for the purposes of the prohibition on
financial promotion in the U.K. Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. This presentation is not a prospectus but an advertisement (within the meaning of the
United Kingdom Prospectus Rules) and investors should not subscribe for any new shares or purchase any pre-emptive subscription rights referred to in this
presentation except on the basis of the information contained in the prospectus.
The share securities note and the summary of BBVA’s share capital increase with pre-emptive subscription rights through the issuance of ordinary shares of BBVA
(the “Capital Increase”) are currently pending approval by the Spanish National Securities Market Commission (“CNMV”) in Spain. Once approved, the share
securities note and the summary, together with the share registration document approved and registered by the CNMV on June 17, 2010 will constitute the
Prospectus of the Capital Increase, which will be made available to investors on the websites of BBVA (www.bbva.com) and the CNMV (www.cnmv.es); at the
registered offices of BBVA, the relevant stock exchanges and the agent.
This presentation is not an offer for sale of the securities in the United States and the securities may not be offered or sold in the United States absent registration
or an exemption from registration under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended. Any public offering of the securities in the United States will be made by
means of a prospectus containing detailed information regarding BBVA and BBVA’s management including financial statements. Such prospectus will be made
available through BBVA. BBVA intends to register the offering in the United States.
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